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Annesa Fung
21:29 14 Nov 23

Andrew was very helpful and produced exactly what I was after. He understood the brief and went out of his way to ensure the deadline was met (which was a 2-business day turnaround) and corresponded throughout the weekend with me to ensure we got the desired result. Thank you Andrew!



Inez Reyhanz
10:09 11 Nov 23

Amazing service! Very prompt replies, laser cutting done within a short period of time and suitable for any urgent work!!



Theekshana Ranatunga
05:33 06 Oct 23

Had a project lined up with a different company that last minute fell through. Contacted Andrew and he was able to get it done within the same day. Incredibly helpful and the work came out great. Highly recommend!



Paul Touma
08:27 26 Nov 22

Great customer service, extremely fast turn around, and most importantly all of the timber products that I needed engraved were exceptionally clean and the details were all perfect.Would definitely use again and would recommend in a heartbeat.



S E
15:51 08 Nov 22

Had a group member bail on me last minute and  needed a replacement model asap. Literally took less than 24 hours before the design was complete and I am so thankful!



Maria Teresa Ochoa
14:40 23 Nov 21

Jenny and Andrew were just fan-tastic to help us in a very professional way, in a timely manner, with a personal touch, quality product (what else can you ask??) , all this despite my  pressure to get the job done with a very short notice.  I'm short of words to recommend this team.  Thanks Maria Teresa Ochoa.



Jacquelyn Ryles- Smith
05:17 08 Nov 21

Amazingly fast and really helpful, thank you so much



Claire Crook
06:12 11 Oct 21

I am beyond happy with The Laser Co. Customer Service was excellent, online ordering and payment systems are so easy to use. Turnaround time was quick. The finished quality of my laser cut wood project was excellent. Highly recommend.



Leroy D’Souza
05:23 20 Aug 21

Great service and fast turn around time. Thank you.



Jonathan Bartlet
06:16 08 Apr 21

Very fast turn around, great quality and amazing customer service. Would highly recommend!



Rick Jamez
01:08 12 Mar 21

Very impressed with the quality of work & Attention to detail. They moved so fast in the negotiation stage it made my head spin and I had my work in my hands before I knew it. Very good 😊



John Malaspina
23:01 12 Jan 21

Andrew and his team are fantastic and easy to work with I highly recommend the laser co they made me a light box for my business where I can take around to meetings or special events where I get to show off and I stand out from the rest.🌻😁👍



Rhys Hunter
06:50 05 Aug 20

I used The Laser Co to make some pieces of veneered MDF and plywood pieces for an enclosure for some electronic equipment. Couldn't be happier with the result, accurate cutting and perfect finish, great communication and ridiculously quick turnaround!



Jerico Matarazzo
08:32 25 May 20

There are only positives to say about this business. Amazing service and fast turn around. Highly recommended for any job large or small!



Beyond Taxation
11:44 22 Jun 19

The products are creative and full of details.Andrew is very professional and seek perfection in finished products.



Kerrin F
12:42 11 Jun 19

Ok my lasercutting job isn't even done yet and I'm far away from it, but these people have been willing to consult with me over the phone for the past hour, patiently listening to my requests despite having so many things happening at their office. I was lasercutting an intricate model that I needed by tonight and they quickly responded and cut the job. I've never experienced customer service like this, they will go out of their way to help you. Thank you soooo much! x



Lachlan Macleod
02:26 20 Dec 18

Very happy with The Laser Co! Friendly helpful service, and very good communication.



Mitch Taylor
00:02 11 Apr 18

What to say about the guys... Finally a company that genuinely want the best for their clients at a great price with fast and friendly communication throughout each job. So far I've used the girls 3 times and recommended them to countless others. Not just a business but a great addition to the friendly maker community! Highly recommend you give Liz and Oni a call



Matt Caves
23:23 11 Feb 18

Fantastic customer service, extremely fast turnaround.Big thanks to Liz and the team, highly recommended!



Tanya S
00:14 02 Feb 18

100% happy with the finished product. It looks amazing. Highly recommended.



J Joy
01:37 07 Jul 17

The Laser Co. are an amazing company. The professionalism and customer service are outstanding. The work is top quality. We ordered an A Frame sign and it was sent to us in Melbourne with great speed that it made to a festival unexpectedly and we were delighted. We have had nothing put positive feedback from our sign and we recommend the Laser Co. to other businesses too. The quality sign enhances our business and adds to our profesaional outlook. Thanks Laser Co.



Liz Rossiter
13:11 31 May 17

The team at The Laser Co is amazing!  From start to finish, the attention they paid to my project was excellent and the service they provided was top-notch.  I would highly recommend them to anyone who is looking for a high-quality result!



ST V
03:52 29 May 17

Fantastic end product and top notch customer service.



Brock Goodhill
01:28 26 May 17

Excellent customer service, quality finished product and a fast turnaround!



Dave Cochrane
01:46 24 Jul 16

Not only an exceptional end product (business signage) but great service as well.



Dom Meessmann
11:30 20 Jul 16

Top-notch laser cutting and design - had a whole suite of decor created bespoke for our wedding (including a fair few different pieces of signage) which lifted the whole event with all of the guests commenting on the different pieces. Highly recommended.



Janice Gregg
21:21 13 Jul 16

All products made by The Laser Co are top quality. Plus, working with the team comes with the added benefit of hanging out with the workshop whippet Goose.



Annabel Weber
08:21 13 Jul 16

Thrilled with the business signage we got done. Great to work with and very efficient.



Rasmus Weber Pant
22:39 11 Jul 16

The girls at the Laser Co are absolutely amazing. They help me with everything from design to production of my store sign and took me along the process. Will never use anyone else. Thanks guys.



andy GR
07:25 11 Jul 16

Excellent service! I needed a sign very quickly for an event and they turned this around for me in no time! I also had a few random request and this was no problem! Friendly, professional and a fast turnaround. Highly recommended!



Ella Oost
07:07 11 Jul 16

The Laser Co were incredible to work with, they have a wealth of design knowledge and made my products look fantastic! They're a fast and very friendly team and I can't wait to work with them in the future.



Sarah Walker
22:47 10 Jul 16

The Laser Co made my amazing shop sign for me and I love it! Great service and a really great result. Have had lots of comments on it already!



Lando Sydney
22:43 10 Jul 16

Best laser cutting place in Sydney, wouldn't go anywhere else.



Glenn Garlick
17:38 18 Jan 16

Excellent service and top quality. They were able to assist with a custom job- saving myself a lot of time. Will continue to use going forward, hopefully for some new ideas also.



Sarah Lawrence
08:01 12 Jan 16

Over this last 6 months the laser co has helped me create some fantastic products for my little online business. They are so easy to deal with, the turn around time in some cases only a few days. Looking forward to many more projects with them this year too. Thank you laser co.



Joe H
04:50 11 Jan 16

Great Service. Have used these guys several times now for architectural models. Won't be going elsewhere again.
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